I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. DISCUSSION OF LEGISLATION

_____ HB 100 WHITE, MALINDA DOMESTIC ABUSE Provides with respect to attorney fees and costs in domestic abuse cases

_____ HB 125 JEFFERSON DIVORCE Provides relative to divorce and spousal support

_____ HB 147 DWIGHT FAMILY LAW Provides for the filiation of a child

_____ HB 304 JACKSON CHILDREN/SUPPORT Provides relative to the recovery of child support payments in certain circumstances

_____ HB 320 DAVIS CHILDREN/SUPPORT Provides relative to the enforcement of support by income assignment

_____ HB 390 EMERSON MARRIAGE Repeals the seventy-two-hour waiting period before performing a marriage ceremony

_____ HB 395 FOIL CHILDREN/TUTORSHIP Provides relative to tutorship

_____ HB 466 GISCLAIR CHILDRENS CODE Provides relative to authority granted to CASA volunteers

_____ HB 490 MILLER, G. CHILDREN/SUPPORT Provides for healthcare coverage relative to child support

_____ HB 559 JAMES FAMILY LAW Provides with regard to voiding acknowledgment of paternity
HB 576  MARINO  CHILDREN/SUPPORT Provides relative to the suspension of child support when a parent is incarcerated

HB 610  HILFERTY  MARRIAGE Removes the registration requirement of officiants performing marriage ceremonies

HB 643  EDMONDS  ADOPTION Provides for the regulation of the adoption of children

IV. OTHER BUSINESS

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS

VI. ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE SUBMIT A WITNESS CARD TO THE SECRETARY BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.